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A warm welcome to 2015
2015 is already looking to be a promising year for
Utiligroup with many new developments ahead.
The last 12 months has been a busy time for Utiligroup with the Utiliserve
Managed Services reaching over 1.5 million customer registrations, through
to the Management Buyout of the company, launch of the new look website,
major contract wins and many more. It has been an exciting year for the
business and there have been some challenges along the way, but with the
continued support of our customers and staff, we have continued to grow
from strength to strength.
We are hoping that the next 12 months will be as successful (if not even
more so), we have therefore been focusing our efforts on recruiting the best
people to join us to participate in new and existing projects to support our
customers as they grow.
It has been a remarkable year for the energy supply market with the arrival
of many new challenger suppliers, each with their own unique ambitions.
Recent industry trends show that the market is opening up to new entrants
more than before, and it is Utiligroup’s responsibility to make the journey as
smooth as possible through the provision of software technology, Managed
Services and on-going support provided by our Client Solutions team. Speaking
of Client Solutions, you’ll get to know more about the team and what they do
in this issue.
To date we have supported 20 new entrant suppliers (& counting) to successfully
enter the market. The latest suppliers to break into the industry include
Tempus Energy and GB Energy, two very different suppliers, each with their
own unique ambitions. Our goal is to be at the vanguard of the industry, to
ensure our clients stay ahead of new and changing industry developments.
More recently these would include the delayed launch of the DCC
programme and Project Nexus.
This edition of Switched On is packed with a whole host
of topics, both industry and business related. I hope
you enjoy reading the articles featured and as always if
you would like to enquire about any of the information
on offer, we would love to hear from you.
Thank you again for your continued support
and we wish you the very best for 2015
Matthew
Matthew.Hirst@utilisoft.com

Utiliserve has
successfully managed
over one hundred
million transactions
on behalf of
its clients.

Giving Back
Charities change the lives of people in need every day.
Here at Utiligroup, we enjoy making an impact.
From organising regular charity bake sales to
collecting food, money and other essentials
for the local Salvation Army during the festive
period. We take pleasure in contributing to
causes close to our hearts and in the past year
we have raised money for charities both near
and far, they include The Mango Tree and locally
based Derian House and St Catherine’s Hospice.
The Mango Tree is dedicated to providing
effective and sustainable programmes in
African countries to improve the well-being
of orphans and vulnerable children.

St Catherine’s Hospice cares for children who
are affected by life-limiting conditions and
Derian House is renowned throughout the
north-west as being at the forefront of
children’s palliative and respite care. It’s their
aim to share the physical and emotional
demands that come from providing constant
care to a seriously ill child.
We have been truly honoured to meet some
remarkable people at these organisations, who
have dedicated their lives to these special causes.
We look forward to working with them again in
the future and learning all about their efforts
in supporting people in need.

Glide along with Client Solutions
Utiligroup’s Client Solutions Team has over 140 years of industry
experience amongst them. They are a team of energy and
software professionals whose combined knowledge and
experience covers all areas of the utility industry. Team
members have a genuine appreciation of current and
emerging customer needs, whether you’re a new entrant
to the market, a challenger supplier or a major player.
As a new market entrant, no other team is better-placed
to guide you through the journey of market entry as a
supplier. The Client Solutions team has now helped over
20 suppliers into the market, including the majority of
the market’s vibrant challenger suppliers, plus DNO’s,
metering companies and traders.

Don’t just take
our word for it;
hear it from our
clients…

For existing participants, Client Solutions can help alleviate
regulatory pressure by distilling and articulating the
impacts of change to both senior stakeholders and those
directly impacted. With that shared foundation
knowledge delivered, we can lead in the management
and implementation of that change, whether that’s
through process, people or systems.
The ultimate goal of the Client Solutions Team is
to share its knowledge and experience with clients,
by working alongside them to build a true
partnership - a partnership that will continue
to support you into the future.
Want to find out more, contact us at
info@utilisoft.com
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Utiliserve leading the way
for Challenger Suppliers
Utiliserve was created with the objective of helping energy supply
companies to provide excellent customer service and to navigate
the evolving maze of complexities and challenges, and to assist
in achieving improved customer experience and efficiency.
We have applied our expertise and expanded our
offerings to provide energy suppliers with innovative,
outsourced customer management services and
related support infrastructure which includes a
comprehensive range of specialist consulting and
technology solutions. But most importantly our
services allow you to focus on your core business,
while we look after the rest.
The new breed of independent suppliers or
‘challengers’ as we like to call them, have grown
hugely over the past year. Even more impressively
our Utiliserve clients have outperformed the
other independents by some margin.
With the continued support of Utiliserve our
independent supplier clients have shown nearly
double the rate of percentage market growth
(13.2%) compared to the industries independent
supplier average of 7.5% from April 2013 to
December 2014, which suggests that these
particular suppliers are doing something right.

The challengers have experienced such an
increase in their share because of consumers’
greater awareness and the political focus on
energy prices, reinforced by a perception of
delayed reduction in Big-6 tariffs as a result
of falling wholesale prices. As ever, consumers
intending to switch are on the lookout for the
best energy deal and it is the independents who
have been well placed to take advantage of this.
The ‘fairer’ prices offered by challengers,
underpinned by outstanding levels of customer
service, have enabled them to grow their
businesses and prosper.
Utiliserve Managed Services are there to help
support its clients, whether it’s a new entrant
supplier breaking into the industry or an
established supplier seeking experienced
specialists to efficiently and effectively handle
their operations and specialist projects.

Warm yourself up and enjoy these three
articles on Independent Energy Suppliers.
(Smartphone QR Code reader required)

The arrival of new clients, projects and industry mandates
has kept us extremely busy and we have been on
the lookout for new people to join the
Utiligroup family to support our
mounting success.
We have been busy exhibiting at several
careers fairs in the North West on the pursuit
to find the best talent to fill positions for
Graduate Java Developers, Business Analysts,
Project Managers and many more.
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We told you we’ve been busy.
A huge welcome to all of our
newest recruits…
Chris Foxley-Evans Developer

Sarah Wilkinson

Data Coordinator

Glenn Nixon

Gas Industry Consultant

Annabel Pearson

Data Coordinator

Louis McGrath

Data Coordinator

Shaun Brundrett

Software Test Analyst

Peter Watts

Data Coordinator

Andrew Gregory

Accounts Manager

Alison Hall

Data Coordinator

Kelly Oldfield

Data Coordinator

Robert Fleetwood Software Test Analyst

Joanne Tiffany

Data Coordinator

Georgi Tzvetkov

Developer

Sam Brownley

Developer

Lynn Roxburgh

Client Solutions Partner

Kirsty
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Introducing two of our latest recruits…
Kirsty Young
Project Manager

Matthew Atherton
Junior Applications Support Analyst

How long have you worked with Utiligroup?

How long have you worked with Utiligroup?

I joined the company at the beginning of
November 2014.

I have worked at Utiligroup for 6 months now. I joined
in August 2014, following on from graduating from
the University of Central Lancashire with a Forensic
Computing degree.

What made you want to work with Utiligroup?
My career has predominantly been focused on
changing how the water industry operates and
gearing up for competition. With Utiligroup’s vast
amount of industry expertise, Utiligroup is the perfect
place for me to learn about the energy market and
see competition in action, whilst continuing to
develop my project management career.

What made you want to work with Utiligroup?
The energy industry is thriving with constant changes
to regulations and policies changing the shape of
the industry. I recognised that Utiligroup has a strong
presence in the industry with a growing customer
base including many well known names. I knew that
the Junior Applications Support Analyst position
would allow involvement in a variety of areas, whilst
enabling me to learn more about the industry.

Letting
Talent Thrive

The Competition is Hotting Up
Independent suppliers are taking the industry by storm
and in the past few months Utiligroup has enabled two
very unique new entrant suppliers, with a few more in
the pipeline, to break into the market.
Tempus Energy aims to reduce electricity costs for customers by helping them
to be flexible in their use of electricity through demand response technology to
manage settlement imbalances, reduce peak demand and make energy
management more efficient.
GB Energy Supply is a North West based supplier bringing a fresh approach to
energy supply. By running a highly efficient business and keeping business overheads
at a minimum, GB Energy is able to pass these benefits on to customers.
Utiligroup is committed to providing a challenging and inspiring approach to both
new entrants and existing suppliers. Utiligroup currently works with 32 out of 45
suppliers in the GB market, so we understand the changing needs of our suppliers
better than anyone else.
With the needs of our customers in mind, we designed a unique and single framework
agreement to enable suppliers to grow with the confidence of an underlying
commercial model that reduces the overall ‘Cost to Serve’.
This approach has recently been adopted by The Co-operative Energy who launched
in to the market with successful market entry in 2010. We are absolutely delighted
to continue to support The Co-Operative Energy’s long-term growth and
innovative approach to serving customers.

Project Nexus explained
A substantial number of day to day activities for Gas Shippers will change.
Gas Retail Suppliers who do not have a Gas Shipper licence or operate
their own shipper responsibilities will be required to make modifications
to their processes and systems to ensure that they are compliant with
the Nexus changes and so that they can continue to operate seamlessly
with their Shipper.
Project Nexus represents a major change for the industry and Utiligroup is fully committed to supporting our
customers throughout the programme. The target go live date of October 2015 is challenging. However we
are working with the industry to ensure our suite of applications will be fully compliant and ready in time for
the Market Trials scheduled to start in June 2015.
The Nexus Project was established in 2007 and has been
responsible for capturing and delivering requirements
identified through the UK Link Programme, with the aim
of delivering a number of wider objectives to reflect the
changing shape of the current Gas Industry, and
development of current industry processes.
Project Nexus will require additional functionality that may
not be possible in legacy applications but can be delivered
via the flexibility and modular design of our systems. Here
at Utiligroup, we realise how important it is to keep all of
our customers informed of the progress so that everyone
is aware of how and when they will be affected and what is
required to ensure the smooth delivery of the programme.
The Client Solutions team is on hand to assist with the
translation of the Nexus changes within a business and
software context, and can work with you to help identify
the process management and implementation impacts
of Nexus. Contact us for more details.

Project Nexus
is currently
changing the
shape of the
Gas Industry.
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Utiligroup and Red Island helping
suppliers become Smart from the Start
Utiligroup is delighted to announce a partnership with Red Island.
The Data and Communications Company (DCC) is
key to the UK government’s vision to install smart
meters in every home. The DCC will play a vital role
in the industry by providing a central hub which
smart meter users will have access to. The mass
rollout is set to begin in early 2017, and from then
on, all new meters in residential properties can only
be communicated with via the DCC. Utiligroup has
been planning for implementation of the DCC for
many years and has designed a set of modular
solutions and product enhancements to support
customers throughout the mass deployment of
smart meters, and to ensure that their systems are
compatible with the industry specifications which
all suppliers are obliged to follow under the Smart
Energy Code (SEC).
Amongst the many challenges that residential
suppliers must address and solve is that their
systems must be compliant with the DCC’s complex
end-to-end security model. This includes the need
to demonstrate compliance or alignment with
ISO27001, the international standard for information
security, and which organisations often have to
implement with the advice of specialist consultants.
In the interests of reducing the costs of this exercise
for our customers, Utiligroup looked for a specialist
partner who could act as an independent and highly
experienced expert in the field, and who already
provides a range of information security and assurance
services to help support organisations to implement
and demonstrate information security best practice.

Red Island is a subdivision of Gemserv Limited who
are actively supporting DECC and the DCC smart
metering and smart grids programmes. Red Island
is one of the leading information security
consultancies in Europe with a wealth of experience
in providing risk, governance, compliance and
assurance services.
Combined with Gemserv’s responsibility to maintain
the Smart Energy Code, and work conducted
providing information security and data protection
assurance to other national smart metering
programmes and energy companies, Red Island
is the ideal partner to support suppliers in their
preparations for the DCC programme.
Red Island understands Utiligroup’s DCC software
solutions, and so will be able to provide independent
but highly informed consultancy and advice. Using
their knowledge of the industry sector, they have
put together a partner programme.
With enormous changes underway we advise
suppliers to consider the importance of
implementing these changes in advance of the
mass rollout to enable clients to save money,
benefit from skills and knowledge transfer and
build up a valuable support network.
For more advice on how to
join the partner programme,
please contact Utiligroup.
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You had previously worked with
Utiligroup before your return in
2014. How does it feel to be back
working with Utiligroup?

What gadget could you not
live without?

It’s great to be back with so many good
friends and colleagues, and I’d almost
forgotten what a great attitude people
have in the business.

Where would you like to be in
10 years’ time?

What is the most enjoyable aspect
of your job?

What is your favourite film?

I’ve always enjoyed the sales aspect of
the job the most, so being with existing
and potential clients is still the best
part. The office atmosphere is very
good too so there isn’t much I don’t
enjoy in this job.
How would you describe yourself
in three words?
Talkative, loud, happy.

It has to be my iPhone.

Watching England playing cricket
in Australia or the Caribbean.

Pulp Fiction.
Whom do you admire and why?
Winston Churchill - determined,
hard-working, and never thought
of losing.
What’s your favourite country
to visit and why?
Australia - great people with a great
attitude to life, and good weather.

What is your favourite cuisine?
I absolutely love Italian food.
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